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Dear Ms Alderson

Re: School Transport to The Gordon Schools, Huntly - Articulated Goaches

I refer to your letter to Mr Weir, Head of Service (Resources) regarding the use of articulated
coaches ('bendy buses') on school transport routes serving The Gordon Schools, Huntly.
These vehicles have been operated by Stagecoach Bluebird on two school transport routes
serving The Gordon Schools, SS644C (serving Insch and Colpy) and SS644P (serving Insch
and Kennithmont). The remaining 19 services are operated by a combination of non-articulated
buses/coaches, minibuses and taxis.

Articulated Vehicles Not Suited to Narrow Streets in Huntly

The design specification of the articulated coaches used by Stagecoach Bluebird ensure the
vehicles are able to maneuver safely in restricted areas no larger than that required by a
standard length vehicle.

Aberdeenshire Council's Public Transport Unit (PTU) does not hold a record of reports which
would indicate these vehicles have been involved in a higher than average level of maneuvering
related incidents compared to similar routes operated by standard vehicles.

A survey undertaken by senior officers from Aberdeenshire Council's PTU in conjunction with
Grampian Police identified that some streets in Huntly pose a problem to wider vehicles, in
particular when two vehicles are travelling in opposite directions. However, this problem is not
confined to the articulated coaches and was identified as adversely impacting all vehicles
accessing The Gordon Schools.
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Due to the potential level of disruption and inconvenience which could result from the significant
changes to the street layout in Huntly which would be required to bring these up to current
standards this was discounted as an option at the time. As such, school transport operators
have been reminded of the need to take care accessing The Gordon Schools due to the limited
road width available.

Reliability of Articulated Coaches During Adverse Weather

The PTU has previously verified that the articulated coaches are able to complete the journey to
school safely following parental concerns regarding the use of these vehicles through the Glens
of Foudland during the winter months.

In addition, Aberdeenshire Council's Public Transport Unit (PTU) monitors the reliability of
operation of all school transport contracts in Aberdeenshire and where appropriate, penalises
operator for poor reliability.

ln the past 4 months (December 2012to March 2013) the two routes operated using articulated
cdaches account for 14o/o of all adverse weather non-operation of school transport to The
Gordon Schools. The two routes routes form 10% of the total number of routes serving The
Gordon Schools. This reliability, while slightly below average, has to be considered alongside
the roads used including the A96 Glens of Foudland which regularly experiences very poor road
conditions during periods of adverse weather.

Any decision to canc€l or amend school transport services is taken in the interests of the safety
aqd welfare of pupils, drivers and other road users. These decisions are taken by operators in
consuliation with the relevant head teacher or his/her depute as the parties most aware of local
weather and road conditions and takes account of the prevailing and forecast weather and road
conditions along with any advice.from Grampian Police and/or any other appropriate agency.

Safety lssue - Vehicles Overlapping the Pavement

Upon receipt of a previous complaint regarding the articulated coaches overlapping/mounting
over the pavement when turning at road junctions, a survey was undertaken by a senior officer
from the PTU in conjunction with Grampian Police. The survey identified that the problem arose
when one larger vehicle was coming out of a junction and another was turning in. This had the

_ p_otgnlial tg occul wilh q![types o-f_larg,gr vehicles rlcluding vehicles shorter than a stiandard
length bus and was not specific to the articulated coaches.

Again, due to the historic nature of Huntly it was considered that making significant changes to
the road junction geometry would not be suitable. Operators were reminded of the need to
avoid mounting the kerb at junctions and of ensuring the safety of pedestrians and other road
users in the vicinity.

Insufficient Leg Room

The Council have confirmed with the operator, Stagecoach Bluebird, that the leg room on the
articulated coaches used to serve The Gordon Schools is the same as on the standard service
vehicles operated by Stagecoach. While I acknowledge that leg room on public transport and
indeed many models of private car is less than ideal for those taller than average, from the
information provided by, Stagecoach Bluebird it would appear that this issue is related to the
seat pitch standards used on vehicles throughout the UK.
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Reports of 'Near Missesn Between Articulated Goach(es) and pedestrians (lncluding
Children)

I can confirm that the PTU does not have a record of these reports. lf you would provide
specific details of these incidents including date, time, location, vehicleis) involved and, if
possible, the identity of any.witnesses I will arrange for these incidents io be investigated to
ensure the safety of all road users including pupils.

Should you become aware of any safety related incidents involving school transport I would ask
that you report these as promptly to either The Gordon Schools or Aberdeenshiie Council to
feedback.team@aberdeenshire.qov. uk.

School Times

School times are set by the relevant school and Education Department in consultation with
pupils, parents and other stakeholders while taking account of the requirements of the
curri^,r'lum- s_chool transport is required to be provided at the times sbt oy tne school and
therefore the PTU does not have flexibility in varying the times of operation of school transport.

Parents Driving Pupils To/From School

The issue of parents dropping off children exacerbating traffic congestion in the area
surrounding the school is a problem at a significant number of sch6ols in Aberdeenshire and
beyond.

While acknowledging that some parents will always wish to drive their children to school,
Aberdeenshire Council supports a range of measures to help reduce the impact of parental
transport on the safety of pupils aftending school and to provide safe alternatives to parentat
transport. This includes supporting schools in the creation of a School Travel plan. School
Travel Plans are an opportunity to identify and promote practical options to meet the varied
needs of the school community. Pupil safety is cenkal to the schobl travel plan and one key
focus is keeping the school gate free of traffic to promote pupil safety.

I understand from the council's Transport planning Team that Gordon primary school has
produced a School Travel PIan and The Gordon Schools is preparing a School Travel plan. l.
trust these will assist in reducing the congestion of parents driving tnLir children to scnooi on
other pupils, parents and road users.

Damage to Parked Vehicles

The PTU hold information relating to slight damage being caused to a teacher's car by a non-
articulated school transport vehicle around 2 years ago. However, I have not been able to
Iocate any other reports relating to damage to parked vehicles.

lf you are aware of other incidents I would appreciate if you would provide specific details of the
incidents to allow us to raise these with the appropriate 

'operators 
and consider appropriate

Council action.
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Inconsiderate Parking

Inconsiderate parking by a small number of local residents, visitors, businesses and parents is
known tq have a significant detrimental impact on other road users and pedestrians in addition
to school transport at a number of schools in Aberdeenshire. In addition to parking restrictions
which require to be enforced by the Scottish Police Force, the existence of a School Travel Plan
and maintenance of good communication between the School and local residents have assisted
in.alleviating problems caused by inconsiderate parking in other locations.

Previous Surveys Undertaken by Aberdeenshire Council PTU.

Surveys of the operation of the articulated coaches serving The Gordon Schools have been
undertaken over a period of several years by senior officers from the PTU to ensure the safe
operation of school transport and in particular the safety of pupils, pedestrians and other road
users.

All observational surveys undertaken with reference to issues of vehicles maneuvering, road
widths and complaints of vehicles crossing the kerb line at junctions were undertaken during the
period when the school transport was accessing/egressing the school, i.e. at normal school
start/finish times, to ensure a full and relevant picture was obtained.

One visit was undertaken out with normal school times. At 10:00am on Friday 01 October 2010
a member of PTU staff who is an experienced PSV driver drove the route of SS644C (serving
Insih and Colpy) in one of the articulated coaches. The purpose of this visit was to confirm the
suitability of the articulated coaches to undertake the journey to school safely following parental
concerns regarding the use of these vehicles through the Glens of Foudland, particularly during
the winter months. This visit was timed to ensure it did not impact on the operation of the
school transport for pupils.

Additional lnformation

From discussions with the operator, Stagecoach Bluebird, it has been identified that the two
articulated coaches used to provide school transport to The Gordon Schools are due to be
replaced as part of the operator's standard fleet replacement process. I understand that
Stagecoach Bluebird have recently ceased operating the two articulated coaches and are
currently providing a standard coach and a double-deck vehicle in place while awaiting delivery
of the permaneht rbplacement (non:afticulatelD/eTii'Cfds. ' "' ' - '

I tiust the above provides the information you sought and will allow you to understand the
Council's position.

Yours sincerely

Principal Officer
(Client Transport)

cc Ms L Menzies, Acting Rector, The Gordon Schools
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